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Abstract

Neural Architecture Search (NAS) aims to automatically

discover optimal architectures. In this paper, we propose

an hourglass-inspired approach (HourNAS) for extremely

fast NAS. It is motivated by the fact that the effects of the

architecture often proceed from the vital few blocks. Act-

ing like the narrow neck of an hourglass, vital blocks in

the guaranteed path from the input to the output of a deep

neural network restrict the information flow and influence

the network accuracy. The other blocks occupy the major

volume of the network and determine the overall network

complexity, corresponding to the bulbs of an hourglass. To

achieve an extremely fast NAS while preserving the high ac-

curacy, we propose to identify the vital blocks and make them

the priority in the architecture search. The search space of

those non-vital blocks is further shrunk to only cover the

candidates that are affordable under the computational re-

source constraints. Experimental results on ImageNet show

that only using 3 hours (0.1 days) with one GPU, our Hour-

NAS can search an architecture that achieves a 77.0% Top-1

accuracy, which outperforms the state-of-the-art methods.

1. Introduction

In the past decade, progress in deep neural networks

has resulted in the advancements in various computer vi-

sion tasks, such as image classification [6, 67, 7, 52], ob-

ject detection [20, 41], and segmentation [25]. The big

success of deep neural networks is mainly contributed to

the well-designed cells and sophisticated architectures. For

example, VGGNet [51] suggested the use of smaller con-

volutional filters and stacked a series of convolution layers

for achieving higher performance, ResNet [26] introduced

the residual blocks to benefit the training of deeper neu-

ral networks, and DenseNet [29] designed the densely con-
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nected blocks to stack features from different depths. Be-

sides the efforts on the initial architecture design, extensive

experiments [59, 24, 10] are often required to determine the

weights and hyperparameters of the lightweight deep neural

network [2, 11, 69, 35, 36, 37].

To automatically and efficiently search for neural net-

works of desireable properties (e.g., model size and FLOPs)

from a predefined search space, a number of Neural Architec-

ture Search (NAS) algorithms [40, 65, 33, 70, 68, 18, 58, 61]

have been recently proposed. Wherein, Evolutionary Algo-

rithm (EA) based methods [48] maintain a set of architec-

tures and generate new architectures using genetic operations

like mutation and crossover. Reinforcement Learning (RL)

based methods [75, 76] sample architectures from the search

space and train the controllers accordingly. The differen-

tiable based methods [40, 62, 63, 50] optimize the shared

weights and architecture parameters, which significantly re-

duces the demand for computation resources and makes the

search process efficient.

These methods have made tremendous efforts to greatly

accelerate the search process of NAS. Nevertheless, given

the huge computation cost on the large-scale dataset [62,

23, 64, 27, 3], e.g., 9 GPU days for NAS on the ImageNet

benchmark, most methods execute NAS in a compromised

way. The architecture is first searched on a smaller dataset

(e.g., CIFAR-10 [32]), and then the network weight of the

derived architecture is trained on the large dataset. An obvi-

ous disadvantage of this concession is that the performance

of the selected architecture on the CIFAR-10 may not be well

extended to the ImageNet benchmark [71]. We tend to use

the minimal number of parameters without discrimination

to construct an architecture that would achieve the maximal

accuracy. But just as the popular 80-20 rule1 goes, only a

few parts could be critical to the architecture’s success, and

1The 80/20 rule (a.k.a Pareto principle, the law of vital few) is an

aphorism that states, for many events, roughly 80% of the effects come

from 20% of the causes.
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Figure 1. Blocks in the residual network are either “vital” or “non-vital”, and they form the neck or bulb parts in the hourglass network.

Two-stage search scheme speed up architecture search by 9× and the resource constrained search further accelerates architecture search by

72×.

we need to give them the most focus while balancing the

parameter volume for other parts.

In this paper, we propose HourNAS for an accurate and

efficient architecture search on the large-scale ImageNet

dataset. Blocks in an architecture are not created equally.

Given all the possible paths for the information flow from

the input to the output of the network, blocks shared by these

paths are vital, just as the neck of an hourglass to regulate the

flow. We identify these vital blocks and make them the prior-

ity in the architecture search. The other non-vital blocks may

not be critical to the accuracy of the architecture, but they

often occupy the major volume of the architecture (like the

bulb of an hourglass) and will carve up the resource budget

left by the vital blocks. Instead of directly working in a large

search space flooding with architectures that obviously do

not comply with the constraints during deployment, we de-

velop a space proposal method to screen out and optimize the

most promising architecture candidates under the constraints.

By treating the architecture search through an hourglass

lens, the limited computation resource can be well allocated

across vital and non-vital blocks. We design toy experiments

on residual networks to illustrate the varied influence of vital

and non-vital blocks on the network accuracy. The resulting

HourNAS costs only about 3 hours (0.1 GPU days) on the

entire ImageNet dataset to achieve a 77.0% Top-1 accuracy,

which outperforms the state-of-the-art methods.

2. Related Works

This section reviews the methods for neural architecture

search algorithms. Then, we discuss layer equality, i.e., the

importance of different blocks in deep neural networks.

Neural Architecture Search. To automate the design of

neural models, neural architecture search (NAS) was intro-

duced to discover efficient architectures with competitive per-

formance. Reinforcement learning (RL) and evolution algo-

rithm (EA) were widely adopted in NAS [76, 75, 42, 48, 55,

23, 21]. However, these methods were highly computation-

ally demanding. Many works have been devoted to improv-

ing the efficiency of NAS from different perspectives, e.g.,

by adopting the strategy of weight sharing [45] or progres-

sive search [39]. Differentiable based NAS attracted great

interest as it drastically reduces the searching cost to several

days or even hours [62, 40, 16, 63, 46, 38, 22, 8, 34, 74]. For

example, DARTS [40] adopted the continuous architecture

representation to allow efficient architecture search via gradi-

ent descent. Meanwhile, as discusses in TuNAS [1], gradient-

based NAS methods consistently performed better than ran-

dom search, showing the power of searching for excellent

architectures. However, the most efficient gradient-based

NAS methods still took dozens of days for directly search-

ing on target large-scale dataset (e.g., ImageNet). Thus, an

efficient method for directly searching deep neural architec-

tures on large-scale datasets and search spaces is urgently

required.

Layer Equality. Most of existing NAS methods treated all

layers with the same importance during the search. However,

convolution neural networks are always over-parameterized

and the impact on the final accuracy of each layer is totally

different. Zhang et al. [72] re-initialized and re-randomized

the pre-trained networks, and found that some layers are

robust to the disturbance. For some intermediate layers,

the re-initialization and re-randomization steps did not have

negative consequences on the accuracy. Veit et al. [60]

decomposed residual networks and found that skipping some

layers does not decrease the accuracy significantly. Ding et

al. [15] pruned different layers separately and found some

layers are more important to the final accuracy. It is obvious

that the layers are not created equal, and some layers are

more important than others.

In this paper, we analyze the causes of the inequality
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phenomenon in the residual network and exploit this property

in neural architecture search to improve its efficiency.

3. Hourglass Neural Architecture Search

In this section, we revisit the neural architecture search

from an hourglass way. The vital few blocks should be

searched with a higher priority to guarantee the potential ac-

curacy of the architecture. The non-vital blocks that occupy

the major volume are then searched in an extremely fast way

by focusing on the discovered space proposals.

3.1. Vital Blocks: the Neck of Hourglass

In this paper, we focus on the serial-structure NAS Su-

perNet [55, 56, 62, 4, 54, 53], as it is hardware-friendly and

capable of achieving superior performance. Before we illus-

trate vital blocks in a general NAS, we first take ResNet [26]

as an example for the analysis. ResNet is one of the most

popular manually designed architectures. It is established by

stacking a series of residual blocks, and the residual block is

defined as,

y = F(x,w) + x, (1)

where x is the input feature map, F denotes the transforma-

tion (e.g., convolution and batch normalization for vision

tasks) and w stands for the trainable parameters.2 From the

information flow perspective, there are two paths to trans-

mit the information from the node x to the node y, i.e., the

shortcut connection and the transformation F . If there are

m residual blocks in a network, there will be 2m different

paths for the information propagation in total. A general

neural network N based on the residual blocks [26, 55, 62]

can therefore be approximated as the ensemble of a number

of paths [60] {P1, . . . ,Pn}, i.e., N (X) ≈
∑n

i=1
Pi(X),

where each path Pi is set up by a series of blocks, X is the

input data, and n is the number of all the paths.

It is worth noticing that there are a few blocks existing in

all the possible paths, e.g., the gray blocks in Fig. 1. These

self-contained blocks do not participate in forming any resid-

ual blocks, but they are vital, because of their appearance in

every path from the input to the output of the network. On

the other hand, the green and blue blocks in Fig. 1 are a part

of the residual blocks y = F(x,w) + x, where the infor-

mation can be transmitted through the plain transformation

F(x,w) or the shortcut connection x to the next block, so

they are not that vital.

Identify and Examine Vital Blocks. Given the paths

{P1, . . . ,Pn} in a general residual network N , the vital

blocks shared by all the paths can be identified through

P̂ = P1 ∩ · · · ∩ Pn, where Pi ∩ Pj denotes the intersec-

tion set of those blocks in paths Pi and Pj . In the popular

2As for the downsample blocks (reduce the feature map size) and the

channel expansion blocks (increase the channel number), we follow [60]

and use y = F(x,w) to express.
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(b) MobileNetV2

Figure 2. The diagram of block importance by using the MnasNet

and MobileNetV2 pretrained models.

residual networks, such as ResNet [26] and FBNet [62], the

vital blocks are exactly the first convolution layer, the last

fully connected layer, the downsampling blocks, and the

channel expansion blocks. These vital blocks are critical

to the accuracy of the whole architecture, as they exist in

all paths and act as the neck of the hourglass to control the

information flow. In contrast, the other blocks would always

find substitutes for themselves to keep the information flow,

and they thus play a secondary role in the whole architecture.

We further take mobile architectures as an example to

illustrate the different influence of vital and non-vital blocks

on the network accuracy. A random mask function M(y, p)
is introduced to destroy the output of blocks in the pretrained

MnasNet [55] and MobileNetV2 [49], where y is the output

feature map, and 0 ≤ p ≤ 1 is the probability. In particular,

every channel is reset to 0 with a probability p. Fig. 2 shows

the accuracy change of MnasNet [55] and MobileNetV2 [49]

resulting from the feature distortion on different blocks. The

blocki_j denotes the j-th block in the i-th stage. As dis-

cussed above, the first block in every stage is the vital block.

We set p = {0.3, 0.6, 1.0} to gradually increase the degree

of feature distortion. Each time we only manipulate one

block while keeping others unchanged in the network. For

the non-vital blocks (e.g., block3_2 and block3_3 in both

MnasNet and MobileNetV2), even if all the channels are

reset to zero (i.e., p=1.0), the network does not undergo

a significant accuracy degradation. However, a small por-

tion (p=0.3) of channels that are masked out for those vital

blocks (e.g., block1_1 and block2_1) will lead to an obvious

accuracy drop.

Revisit Neural Architecture Search. The goal of NAS is

to search for the architecture of a higher accuracy under the

constraints of available computational resources. In other

words, NAS can be regarded as a problem of resource allo-

cation. Vital blocks are potentially the most important and

need to be put as the priority. As a result, more resources

are better to be first allocated to the vital blocks, and the

remaining resources are used for the non-vital blocks design.

This therefore naturally motivates us to develop a two-stage

search algorithm. During the first stage, we construct the

minimal SuperNet Svital by stacking all the vital layers and

search the vital blocks. The weights and architecture param-
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eters are optimized alternatively in a differentiable way [62].

In the second stage, we fix the derived architecture of those

vital blocks, and allocate the computational resources to

search for the non-vital blocks.

3.2. NonVital Blocks: the Bulb of Hourglass

Non-vital blocks are often composed of a large number

of parameters. They look like the bulb of the hourglass to

determine the whole volume size. If the computational re-

sources are unlimited to deploy the neural network, then

we can make the network wider and deeper for achieving a

higher performance [26, 56]. However, the searched archi-

tectures are to be deployed on mobile devices which have

demanding constraints of the resources, e.g., model size, and

FLOPs. Without investigating these constraints, it would

be ineffective to directly sample the architecture from a

large search space. For example, if the sampled architec-

tures cannot fully use the available computation resource,

the resulting models might perform poorer than expected,

which has been analyzed by a number of multi-objective

NAS works [42, 66, 19, 55] (the Pareto front). Otherwise, if

the sampled architectures overwhelm the use of computation

resources, they would be difficult to be deployed. To tackle

the dilemma, we introduce an efficient sampling operation to

avoid wasting too much time on search unimportant opera-

tions, and a space proposal strategy to put more attention on

architectures that meet the target computational resources.

3.3. Space Proposal for Efficient Resource Con
strained Search

A general differentiable neural architecture search al-

gorithm can be formulated as a bilevel optimization prob-

lem [40]:

θ∗ = argmin
θ

Hval(w
∗(θ), θ),

s.t. w∗(θ) = argmin
w

Htrain(w, θ),
(2)

where H is the cross-entropy loss function, and θ denotes the

architecture parameters. If the accuracy is the only objective

to be considered for searching, a complex architecture would

be preferred for achieving a highest accuracy (see Sec. 4.3).

However, if the obtained architectures are to be deployed

on mobile devices, we may always have the computational

resource constraints from the environment . Thus, neural

architecture search that considers the multiple objectives can

be formulated as,

θ∗ = argmin
θ

Hval(w
∗(θ), θ) + α× T (θ),

s.t. w∗(θ) = argmin
w

Htrain(w, θ),
(3)

where T (θ) is the regularization term that encourages the

produced architecture to satisfy the target computational

resource constraints. Assuming the constraints (targets)

on computational resources (e.g., model size, FLOPs) are

Ti∈{1,...,n}, where n is the number of objectives, an efficient

and controllable way is to initialize architectures that satisfy

T . Thus, we introduce the concept of space proposal. The

space proposal is a subspace of the large search space, and

all the sampled architectures from the space proposal satisfy

the target resources. As a result, the search phase would

not waste resources on optimizing useless architectures. In

addition, the space proposal ensures “what you set is what

you get”. Similar to gradient-based NAS, the space proposal

is represented by the architecture parameters.

We take the FLOPs as an example to describe how to

optimize a space proposal. Suppose θ represents the trainable

architecture parameters of the NAS SuperNet and the size is

L×O, where L is the maximum depth and O is the number

of candidate operations in each layer. A number of methods

G are capable of sampling architectures Aθ from architecture

parameters θ,

Aθ = G(θ),
∑

o

Al,o = 1, (4)

where G is usually specified as softmax [40], Gumbel-

softmax [62], Gumbel-Max [17, 5], etc. The Al,o is the

o-th operation in the l-th layer.

The FLOPs table F of the SuperNet S is of size L×O,

where Fl,o denotes the FLOPs of the o-th operation in the

l-th SuperBlock. The FLOPs for sampled architecture Aθ

is calculated as RF (Aθ) = sum(Aθ ⊙ F ), where ⊙ is the

element-wise product. Assuming the target FLOPs is TF ,

the optimization is formulated as,

θF = argmin
θ

|RF (G(θ))− TF |/MF , (5)

where MF is a constant scalar denotes the maximum FLOPs

of the sampled architectures, and this term is used for normal-

izing the objective to [0, 1]. We extend Eqn 5 to n different

objectives. The targets for n objectives are Ti∈{1,...,n}, and

the optimization is defined as,

θT = argmin
θ

1

n

n∑

i=1

|Ri(G(θ))− Ti|/Mi, (6)

which Ri(G(θ)) is the resource demand of the architecture

sampled by G(θ) on the i-th objective.

This optimization problem is easily to be solved in a few

seconds. The solution θT can be regarded as a space pro-

posal under the constraints T , and the structure AθT sampled

from θT by Eqn 4 would be more easily to satisfiy target

resources T . Instead of relying on a single optimal solu-

tion θT , we turn to an ensemble way to start from different

random initializations and derive a series of space propos-

als ΘT = {θT1 , · · · , θ
T
m}, where m is the number of space
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proposals. The orthogonal constraint is also introduced to

further increase the diversity of different space proposals,

which is formulated as,

θ1, . . . , θm = argmin
θ1,...,θm

(
1

nm

m∑

j=1

n∑

i=1

|Ri(G(θj))− Ti|/Mi+

β ×
∑

(|O − I|)),

(7)

where O = ΘΘT is an m × m matrix and element Oi,j

denotes the inner product of θi and θj . The term
∑

(|O −
I|) regularizes m space proposals to be orthogonal, which

indicates that the architectures sampled from different space

proposals are different. A uniformly initialized auxiliary

parameter Π of size m is then introduced to sample space

proposals,

π = P(Π),
∑

i

πi = 1, (8)

where P could be softmax, Gumbel-softmax or Gumbel-

Max, π is the sampled vector from Π that used for combine

the architectures sampled from m space proposals, and the

ensembled architecture AΘ that used for updating the Super-

Net is defined as,

AΘ =
∑

i

πi ·Aθi =
∑

i

πi · G(θi), (9)

where AΘ is utilized for updating network parameter w on

train set Dtrain and architecture parameter Π,Θ on valida-

tion set Dval, respectively. Every space proposal θi opti-

mizes towards the good architectures in the space proposal

and Π optimizes towards better proposals. The NAS frame-

work by using the space proposal strategy is summarized

as,

Π∗,Θ∗ = argmin
Π,Θ

Hval(w
∗(Π,Θ),Π,Θ) + α× T (Π,Θ),

s.t. w∗(Π,Θ) = argmin
w

Htrain(w,Π,Θ),

(10)

where T (Eqn 6) is the regularization on space proposal

parameters (Eqn 7), and α is the slope of the multi-objective

loss term.

3.4. Overall Search Algorithm

Based on the proposed method, we summarize the overall

search algorithm in Alg. 1.

4. Experiments

In this section, we first describe the experimental settings

and then extensively evaluate the proposed HourNAS on sev-

eral popular NAS search spaces [62, 55, 56] on ImageNet.

The models trained on CIFAR-10 dataset by using Mind-

Spore toolkit are available at https://gitee.com/

mindspore/mindspore/tree/master/model_

zoo/research/cv/HourNAS

Algorithm 1 The searching algorithm of HourNAS.

Input: The NAS supernet S, the computational targets

Ti∈{1,...,n}, the train set Dtrain and validation set Dval,

the searching epochs for vital blocks Evital and non-

vital blocks En−vital, the number of space proposals m,

iterations Isp for training space proposals.

1: // Search Vital Blocks

2: Constructing the minimal SuperNet Svital by stacking

all the vital layers and the architecture parameter θvital.
3: for e = 1 to Evital do

4: for data and target pair (Xtr, Ytr) in Dtrain do

5: Sample network A from θvital, calculate loss and

update network parameters.

6: end for

7: for data and target pair (Xval, Yval) in Dval do

8: Sample network A from θvital, calculate loss and

update θvital.
9: end for

10: end for

11: The operations with the highest importance are selected

to form the vital layers.

12: // Optimize m space proposals

13: According to the computational targets T , HourNAS

optimizes m proposals ΘT = {θT1 , · · · , θ
T
m} for Isp

iterations (Eqn 7), and construct the proposal sampler

π (Eqn 8).

14: // Search Non-Vital Blocks

15: for e = 1 to En−vital do

16: for data and target pair (Xtr, Ytr) in Dtrain do

17: Sample network A from π and Θ, calculate loss

and update network parameters.

18: end for

19: for data and target pair (Xval, Yval) in Dval do

20: Sample network A from π and Θ, calculate loss

and update π and Θ.

21: end for

22: end for

23: Fix operations by selecting the space proposal and oper-

ations with the highest probability.

Output: The architecture A which satisfies the computa-

tional targets Ti∈{1,...,n}.

4.1. Experimental Settings

We use the HourNAS to search on the complete Ima-

geNet train set. The subset Dtr takes 80% of the train set

to train network parameters and the rest Dval is used to up-

date architecture parameters. We search on three popular

search spaces, i.e., FBNet [62], MnasNet [55], and Effi-

cientNet [56]. For any of our searched architecture, the

training strategy is the same as the corresponding baseline.

We use the NVIDIA V100 GPU to measure the search time
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and compare with previous works fairly. The V100 GPU

is also adopted by a number of literatures, for example,

PDARTS [9], FBNet [62].

The HourNAS first searches the vital blocks for one

epoch (about 1 hour). Then, HourNAS optimizes multi-

ple space proposals according to the computational targets

and searches the non-vital blocks for one epoch (about 2

hours). The whole searching process requires only one V100

GPU within 3 hours. Extending the search time will not

further improve the accuracy, because the distribution of

architecture parameters is stable. For competing methods

like MnasNet [55], 3 GPU hours could only train one sam-

pled architecture and the RL controller has no difference

with random search. We utilize the Gumbel-Max [44, 5, 17]

to sample operations according to the learned importance,

which avoids wasting searching time on undesired operations.

Gumbel-Max samples an operation according to the learned

probability distribution (i.e., importance). The sampling fre-

quencies of those poor operations tend to be relatively low,

so that we can effectively reduce the time spent on them. The

Gumbel-Max sampling accelerates every iteration by around

O times, where O is the number of candidate operations in

every layer. During searching, we follow FBNet [62] and

add the temperature τ (Eqn 4) for sharpening the distribu-

tion progressively. The temperature τ starts from 5.0 and

multiply 0.9999 at every iteration. Slope parameter α, β
are emperically set to 5.0 and 1e-2, respectively. Learning

rates for optimizing weights and architecture parameters are

0.1 and 0.01, respectively. Adam [31] optimizer is used to

update architecture parameters.

4.2. Comparison with Stateofthearts

FBNet Search Space (FBNetSS). We first evaluate our

HourNAS on the popular FBNet search space (FBNetSS),

which contains 922 ≈ 1× 1021 architectures. HourNAS first

searches the vital blocks and the results show that operations

with the expansion ratio of six have significantly higher prob-

abilities than other operations. We choose the operations

with the highest probabilities to form the vital blocks. This

result is in line with our intuition that the complex opera-

tions have the greatest feature extraction ability on the large

dataset, i.e., ImageNet.

After fixing the operations of the vital blocks, we are

interested in finding the appropriate proposal number m. We

set the computational resources the same as FBNet-B and

search architectures using m different space proposals. We

first visualize the distribution of sampled architectures from

the space proposal by gradually decreasing the temperature

τ . Each space proposal is optimized for 1000 iterations in

total (Eqn 6). The computational targets are set to 4.8M

parameters (x-axis) and 300M FLOPs (y-axis), which are

consistent with FBNet-B [62]. As shown in Fig. 3, with

the decrease of temperature of τ , the sampled architectures

(a) τ = 5.0 (b) τ = 1.0 (c) τ = 0.5 (d) τ = 0.1

Figure 3. The distribution of 10,000 architectures sampled from

optimized space proposal under different temperatures τ .

satisfy the computational targets more precisely.

The optimization step for constructing several space pro-

posals takes only a few seconds, which is an efficient so-

lution for controllable multi-objective neural architecture

search. We enumerate m = {1, 2, 4, 8, 16} and the opera-

tions with the highest probability according to Π and Θ are

selected after searching. The architectures are evaluated on

the CIFAR-10 dataset to determine the appropriate space

proposal number m for finding superior architectures. In

retraining, we integrate CutOut [14] to make networks gen-

eralize better. The stochastic depth [30] is not used. As

shown in Tab. 2, m = 8 could result in a well-performed

architecture and we use m = 8 in the following experiments

to achieve a better trade-off between searching costs and

performance.

Table 2. Comparison of image classifiers on CIFAR-10 dataset.

Model
Test Error Params Search Cost

(%) (M) (GPU days)

HourNAS (m=1) 3.86 2.8 0.1

HourNAS (m=2) 3.54 2.8 0.1

HourNAS (m=4) 3.41 2.7 0.1

HourNAS (m=8) 3.39 2.8 0.1

HourNAS (m=16) 3.37 2.8 0.1

We search for models on the ImageNet dataset, i.e.,

HourNAS-FBNetSS-A and HourNAS-FBNetSS-B. To fairly

compare with FBNet, HourNAS-FBNetSS-A has the same

model size and FLOPs as FBNet-B, and HourNAS-FBNetSS-

B has the same computational requirements as FBNet-C. We

train the networks for 350 epochs in total with a batch size of

512. Learning rate starts from 0.25 and the weight decay is

1e-5. Label smoothing and learning rate warmup strategies

are also used. The activation after convolution is the ReLU

function. The training strategy is the same as FBNet [62]

without using bells and whistles. As shown in Tab. 1, the

HourNAS-FBNetSS-A and HourNAS-FBNetSS-B achieve

competitive accuracies with FBNet-B and FBNet-C, and the

search time is drastically reduced by two orders of magni-

tude. We search HourNAS-FBNetSS-A for three times using

different random seeds, and the standard deviation of Top-1

accuracy is 0.1%.

Enlarged FBNet Search Space (EFBNetSS). Mix-

Conv [57] indicates that a larger kernel size leads to better

performance. To understand the impact of search space

and to further verify the effectiveness of HourNAS, we
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Table 1. Overall comparison on the ILSVRC2012 dataset.

Model Type
Search Search Cost Params FLOPS Top-1 Top-5

Dataset (GPU days) (M) (M) (%) (%)

ResNet50 [26] manual - - 25.6 4100 75.3 92.2

MobileNetV1 [28] manual - - 4.2 575 70.6 89.5

MobileNetV2 [49] manual - - 3.4 300 72.0 91.0

MobileNetV2 (1.4×) manual - - 6.9 585 74.7 92.5

ShuffleNetV2 [43] manual - - - 299 72.6 -

ShuffleNetV2 (1.5×) manual - - 3.5 299 72.6 -

FPNASNet [13] auto CIFAR-10 0.8 3.4 300 73.3 -

SNAS (mild) [63] auto CIFAR-10 1.5 4.3 522 72.7 90.8

AmoebaNet-A [48] auto CIFAR-10 3150 5.1 555 74.5 92.0

PDARTS [9] auto CIFAR-10 0.3 4.9 557 75.6 92.6

NASNet-A [76] auto CIFAR-10 1800 5.3 564 74.0 91.3

GDAS [17] auto CIFAR-10 0.2 5.3 581 74.0 91.5

PNAS [39] auto CIFAR-10 225 5.1 588 74.2 91.9

CARS-I [66] auto CIFAR-10 0.4 5.1 591 75.2 92.5

DARTS [40] auto CIFAR-10 4 4.9 595 73.1 91.0

MdeNAS [73] auto CIFAR-10 0.2 6.1 - 74.5 92.1

RCNet [64] auto ImageNet 8 3.4 294 72.2 91.0

SPOSNAS [23] auto ImageNet 13 5.3 465 74.8 -

ProxylessNAS [4] auto ImageNet 8.3 7.1 465 75.1 92.5

FBNet-B [62] auto ImageNet 9 4.8 295 74.1 -

FBNet-C [62] auto ImageNet 9 5.5 375 74.9 -

HourNAS-FBNetSS-A auto ImageNet 0.1 4.8 298 74.1 91.8

HourNAS-FBNetSS-B auto ImageNet 0.1 5.5 406 75.0 92.2

HourNAS-EFBNetSS-C auto ImageNet 0.1 4.8 296 74.1 91.6

HourNAS-EFBNetSS-D auto ImageNet 0.1 5.5 394 75.3 92.3

MnasNet-A1 [55] auto ImageNet 3800 3.9 312 75.2 92.5

HourNAS-MnasNetSS-E auto ImageNet 0.1 3.8 313 75.7 92.8

EfficientNet-B0 [56] auto ImageNet - 5.3 390 76.8 -

HourNAS-EfficientNetSS-F auto ImageNet 0.1 5.3 383 77.0 93.5

slightly enlarge the search space of FBNet. We add the

blocks with kernel size k = 7 and remove the blocks

with group g = 2. This modification results in a search

space containing 1× 1022 architectures, which is 10 times

larger than the original one. The multi-objectives are the

same as HourNAS-FBNetSS-A and HourNAS-FBNetSS-

B. We list the searched architectures in Tab. 1. The

HourNAS-EFBNetSS-C achieves the same Top-1 accuracy

with HourNAS-FBNetSS-A and HourNAS-EFBNetSS-D

surpasses HourNAS-FBNetSS-B by 0.3% Top-1 accuracy.

The larger kernel size k = 7 ensures that the architectures

are capable of perceiving the characteristics of a larger area.

MnasNet Search Space (MnasNetSS). We further apply

our proposed HourNAS to the search space of MnasNet [55].

The search space contains 2.5× 1023 architectures in total

and is larger than FBNet search space. We select MnasNet-

A1 as the baseline and use its number of the parameters

and FLOPs as two objectives to optimize 8 space proposals.

The discovered HourNAS-MnasNetSS-E achieves a Top-

1 accuracy of 75.7% on the ILSVRC2012 dataset, which

surpasses MnasNet-A1 by 0.5%.

EfficientNet Search Space (EfficientNetSS). To com-

pare with the state-of-the-art architecture EfficientNet-

B0 [56], we also use HourNAS to search on the same search

space as EfficientNet, which contains 4 × 1018 architec-

tures. Targeting at EfficientNet-B0, we use its model size and

FLOPs as two objectives to regularize space proposals and

name the searched architecture as HourNAS-EfficientNetSS-

F. Same as EfficientNet3, we use the Swish [47] activation

and Exponential Moving Average (EMA) in fully train-

ing. Note that the AutoAugment [12] is not used. The

result in Tab. 1 shows HourNAS-EfficientNetSS-F surpasses

EfficientNet-B0 by 0.2% Top-1 accuracy with similar num-

ber of parameters and FLOPs.

4.3. Ablation Study

If we do not restrict the computational resources of the

sampled architectures in searching, the most complex block

achieves the highest probability after searching for enough

time. As shown in Tab. 3, we train the most complex ar-

chitectures in both FBNet and EfficientNet search spaces,

namely FBNet-Max and EfficientNet-Max. These two mod-

els obtain 75.7%, and 78.3% Top-1 accuracies, respectively.

However, the computational resource requirements of these

structures are relatively high. Therefore, the neural archi-

3https://github.com/tensorflow/tpu/tree/master/models/official/efficientnet
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Table 3. The results of FBNet-Max and EfficientNet-Max on ILSVRC2012 dataset.

Model Params (M) FLOPS (M) Top-1 (%) Top-5 (%)

FBNet-Max 5.7 583 75.7 92.8

EfficientNet-Max 5.8 738 78.3 94.0

Table 4. Comparisons of searching with and without vital block priori on ILSVRC2012 dataset. The search spaces are original (upper) and

enlarged (lower) FBNet search space, respectively.

Model Type
Search Search Cost Params FLOPS Top-1 Top-5

Dataset (GPU days) (M) (M) (%) (%)

HourNAS-FBNetSS-A auto ImageNet 0.1 4.8 298 74.1 91.8

HourNAS-FBNetSS-G (w/o vital block priori) auto ImageNet 0.2 4.7 297 73.2 91.4

HourNAS-EFBNetSS-C auto ImageNet 0.1 4.8 296 74.1 91.6

HourNAS-EFBNetSS-H (w/o vital block priori) auto ImageNet 0.2 4.8 299 73.5 91.3

Table 5. The results comparison on ILSVRC2012 dataset.

Model Type
Search Search Cost Params FLOPS Top-1 Top-5

Dataset (GPU days) (M) (M) (%) (%)

HourNAS-FBNetSS-A auto ImageNet 0.1 4.8 298 74.1 91.8

HourNAS-FBNetSS-I auto ImageNet 1.0 4.8 318 74.2 91.8

tecture search (NAS) could be regarded as the problem of

computational resource allocation given the resource con-

straints.

The Impact of Vital Block Priori. In order to investi-

gate the impact of the vital block priori, we directly search

architectures without using the vital block information. All

the blocks in the SuperNet S are treated equally in search-

ing. We use the Gumbel-Max sampling and space proposal

strategy to search architectures under the same predefined

computational resources.

We use the previously described original and enlarged

FBNet search spaces. We optimize 8 space proposals and it

takes 6 hours for searching, which is twice of the counterpart

that utilize the vital block priori. As shown in Tab. 4, the Top-

1 accuracies of the discovered models (HourNAS-FBNetSS-

G, HourNAS-EFBNetSS-H) drop by 0.9% and 0.6% on the

ImageNet validation set, respectively. The searched vital

blocks of HourNAS-FBNetSS-A uses 0.9M parameters and

130M FLOPs, and the HourNAS-FBNetSS-G uses 0.5M

parameters and 55M FLOPs. The vital blocks in HourNAS-

FBNetSS-G are not as expressive as HourNAS-FBNetSS-

A, which results in worse performance. The results show

the necessity of the vital block priori. Searching the vital

blocks with higher priority is helpful in finding high-quality

architectures. Therefore, we use a two-stage search method

to allocate resources to vital blocks first, which can allocate

resources more effectively, so as to complete the architecture

search in a short time. The architectures are provided in

the supplementary file, under same computational resources

constraints, inclining more resources on the vital blocks

gains more performance profit.

The Impact of Gumbel-Max Sampling. As discussed

in Sec. 3.3, there are several design choices for the sampling

methods. To find out the impact of the Gumbel-Max sam-

pling method, here we instead use the Gumbel softmax [62]

to optimize architecture parameters and network parame-

ters. The search space and target resource constraints are the

same as HourNAS-FBNetSS-A. The search process takes

around 1 GPU day and the finalized architecture is denoted

as HourNAS-FBNetSS-I. As shown in Tab. 5, HourNAS-

FBNetSS-I outperforms HourNAS-FBNetSS-A by 0.1%

Top-1 accuracy with much less searching cost, which demon-

strate that Gumbel-Max is an efficient strategy for optimizing

the SuperNet with almost no less of accuracy.

5. Conclusions

This paper investigates an efficient algorithm to search

deep neural architectures on the large-scale dataset (i.e., Ima-

geNet) directly. To reduce the complexity of the huge search

space, we present an Hourglass-based search framework,

namely HourNAS. The entire search space is divided into

“vital” and “non-vital” parts accordingly. By gradually search

the components in each part, the search cost can be reduced

significantly. Since the “vital” parts are more important for

the performance of the obtained neural network, the opti-

mization on this part can ensure accuracy. By exploiting the

proposed approach, we can directly search architectures on

the ImageNet dataset that achieves a 77.0% Top-1 accuracy

using only 3 hours (i.e., about 0.1 GPU days), which outper-

forms the state-of-the-art methods in both terms of search

speed and accuracy.
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